You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for MAKITA DC18RA. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the MAKITA DC18RA in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Ready to charge Prêt à recharger Preparación para la carga Charging En charge Cargando Charging complete Recharge terminée Completada la carga
Delay charge (Cooling) Charge différée (Refroidissement) Retraso de la carga (enfriamiento) Defective battery Batterie défectueuse Batería defectuosa
Conditioning Recharge normale Acondicionamiento Cooling abnormality Problème de refroidissement Anormalidad en la carga Do not short batteries. Note:
Specifications may differ from country to country. Before using battery charger, read all instructions and cautionary markings on (1) battery charger, (2)
battery, and (3) product using battery. CAUTION -- To reduce risk of injury, charge only MAKITA rechargeable batteries marked on the charger label.
@@@@@@ do not charge the battery cartridge in presence of flammable liquids or gases. Do not expose charger to rain or snow. Never carry charger by
cord or yank it to disconnect from receptacle. After charging or before attempting any maintenance or cleaning, unplug the charger from the power source.
Pull by plug rather than cord whenever disconnecting charger. Make sure cord is located so that it will not be stepped on, tripped over, or otherwise
subjected to damage or stress.
Do not operate charger with damaged cord or plug -- replace them immediately. Do not operate or disassemble charger if it has received a sharp blow, been
dropped, or otherwise damaged in any way; take it to a qualified serviceman. Incorrect use or reassembly may result in a risk of electric shock or fire. The
battery charger is not intended for use by young children or infirm persons without supervision. Young children should be supervised to ensure that they do
not play with the battery charger.
Do not charge battery cartridge when temperature is BELOW 10°C (50°F) or ABOVE 40°C (104°F). Do not attempt to use a step-up transformer, an engine
generator or DC power receptacle. Do not allow anything to cover or clog the charger vents. Plug the battery charger into the proper AC voltage source.
Charging light will flash in green color repeatedly.
2. Insert the battery cartridge into charger until it stops adjusting to the guide of charger. @@ 3. @@ 4. @@ 5. @@ 6. @@ 7. @@@@@@@@@@@@
(Silent Mode) 5. @@@@@@@@@@If this occurs, wait for a while. charging will begin after the battery cartridge is cooled by the cooling fan installed in
the charger.
When the temperature on battery is more than approx. 70°C, two charging lights may flash in red color, and when approx. If the charging light flashes
alternately in green and red color, charging is not possible. The terminals on the charger or battery cartridge are clogged with dust or the battery cartridge is
worn out or damaged. This charger is equipped with cooling fan for heated battery in order to enable the battery to prove its own performance. Sound of
cooling air comes out during cooling, which means no trouble on the charger. Yellow light will flash for warning in the following cases. Trouble on cooling
fan Incomplete cool down of battery, such as, being clogged with dust The battery can be charged in spite of the yellow warning light. But the charging time
will be longer than usual in this case. Check the sound of cooling fan, vent on the charger and battery, which can be sometime clogged with dust.
The cooling system is in order although no sound of cooling fan comes out, if the yellow warning light will not flash. Always keep clean the vent on charger
and battery for cooling. The products should be sent to repair or maintenance, if the yellow warning light will frequently flash. @@@@Recharge of battery
with its low temperature 3. @@To maintain product SAFETY and RELIABILITY, repairs, any other maintenance or adjustment should be performed by a
Makita Authorized Service Centers, always using Makita replacement parts.
It may take twice the above charging time to the maximum because of the optimal charging selected according to the temperature (10°C (50°F) 40°C
(104°F)), conditions of battery cartridge and maintenance charge. .
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